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Shinji
Learn the Shinji, the principles, and strive repeatedly to elevate the jittai.

Thoughts of gratitude will gradually be drawn out and many encounters will take on life.
Illnesses, accidents, and disasters do not occur for this kind of kokoro.

To the Shinja
Learn the teachings with family members and strive repeatedly to live by the principles. 
Cheerful and strong emotions (the kokoro) are drawn out and conversations in the family will deepen.
The more human beings have strong relationships with family members, they do not go off the path.
They gain awareness from the teachings and become an existence (a person) whose understanding deepens.
All people, who live out their natural lifespan, give back to society, and live according to the correct path, live in 
harmonious families.
Knowing this truth about life, shinja must now live each day and manifest Kibō no Michi.
The teachings that Kami reveals to society (the world) through Shisha are all principles.
They are principles about life that people who live today should become aware of and understand.
All people, who live their lives (their kokoro) sustained by the principles, will be saved and protected by Kibō no 
Michi.

Shinji
All the principles (the answers) that humanity seeks are the Shinji the principles.

Shinja should not learn the teachings to seek answers but should read deeply the Shinji in their desire to know the 
truth about life as it should be.
The kokoro will gradually anchor and be free of avarice.
Gratitude is what arises in the kokoro encounters that create a myriad of emotions.
This is the gratitude and the kokoro to give back described by people who live by Kokoro no Michi. 

To the Shinja
Realize that when you lose your way in life and seek answers, that is the time to live by the truths, the principles of 
life.
Troubles, suffering, doubts will always occur in life.
Know that when knowledge, experience, and effort do not help to overcome your troubles, that is the time to begin 
manifesting Kibō no Michi.
The teachings bring out awareness in the kokoro of the shinja. 
Kigan that you can live by the teachings.
When the principles of life sustain your life (your kokoro), Kibō no Michi will always manifest, and you will be 
saved.


